An economic model to compare linezolid and vancomycin for the treatment of confirmed methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* nosocomial pneumonia in Germany
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**Background:** Across Europe, methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA) is considered to be the primary cause of nosocomial pneumonia (NP). In Germany alone, approximately 14,000 cases of MRSA-associated NP occur annually, which may have a significant impact on health care resource use and associated economic costs. The objective of this study was to investigate the economic impact of linezolid compared with that of vancomycin in the treatment of hospitalized patients with MRSA-confirmed NP in the German health care system.

**Methods:** A 4-week decision tree model incorporated published data and expert opinion on clinical parameters, resource use, and costs (2012 euros) was constructed. The base case first-line treatment duration for patients with MRSA-confirmed NP was 10 days. Treatment success (survival), failure due to lack of efficacy, serious adverse events, and mortality were possible outcomes that could impact costs. Alternate scenarios were analyzed, such as varying treatment duration (7 or 14 days) or treatment switch due to a serious adverse event/treatment failure (at day 5 or 10).

**Results:** The model calculated total base case inpatient costs of €15,116 for linezolid and €15,239 for vancomycin. The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio favored linezolid (versus vancomycin), with marginally lower costs (by €123) and greater efficacy (+2.7% absolute difference in the proportion of patients successfully treated for MRSA NP). Approximately 85%–87% of the total treatment costs were attributed to hospital stay (primarily in the intensive care unit). Sensitivity analysis yielded similar results.

**Conclusion:** The model results show that linezolid is a cost-effective alternative to vancomycin for MRSA-confirmed NP, largely attributable to the higher clinical response rate of patients treated with linezolid.
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**Introduction**

Methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA) is an antibiotic-resistant bacterium that threatens individuals in community and health service settings.¹ ² In Europe, MRSA is considered to be the primary cause of nosocomial pneumonia (NP).³ In Germany, a national NP surveillance system (Krankenhaus Infections Surveillance System) reported an increasing trend of infection caused by MRSA from 1997–1998⁴ to 27% in 2005.⁵ However, MRSA infections have shown a slightly decreasing trend in recent years. Using data reported from a mix of laboratories in small (≤200 beds), medium (201–500 beds), and large (>500 beds) German hospitals,
the European Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance Network reported that infections caused by MRSA declined to 20.8% in 2010 and to 16.1% in 2011, possibly because of improved hygiene practices in hospitals; however, room still remains for improvement.

The European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control estimates that 4.1 million patients in the European Union acquire health care-associated infections annually, with ~37,000 associated deaths. Approximately 20%–30% of these infections could be prevented with the proper measures. In Germany, 500,000 nosocomial infections occur annually (14,000 MRSA-related) with 10,000–15,000 associated deaths. In addition to high mortality, illnesses caused by MRSA consume considerable health care resources and prolong hospitalization. Due to severe health outcomes, MRSA infections often result in longer inpatient stays and higher associated costs than those with methicillin-susceptible S. aureus infections. Cases of MRSA NP are associated with a substantial burden of illness. In Europe, recent surveillance data estimated over 5,000 annual MRSA-related deaths.

Currently, approved agents for treatment of MRSA NP include vancomycin, linezolid, and telavancin. Two large, prospective, randomized, double-blind trials demonstrated that linezolid (600 mg every 12 hours) was noninferior in efficacy to fixed-dose vancomycin (1 g twice daily) for treating MRSA NP. In addition, linezolid has significantly higher survival and clinical cure rates compared with vancomycin.

Analyzing the same data yielded similar results in patients with MRSA ventilator-associated pneumonia.

In a recent prospective, randomized, controlled, multicenter study, linezolid showed a higher end-of-study success rate (defined as resolution of clinical signs and symptoms of pneumonia compared with baseline; improvement or lack of progression in chest imaging; and no requirement for additional antibacterial treatment) than vancomycin for the treatment of MRSA NP (57.6% versus 46.6%, linezolid versus vancomycin, respectively; \( P=0.042 \)). In addition, no significant differences were found in 60-day mortality rates or adverse event rates between linezolid and vancomycin.

Few published pharmacoeconomic studies have evaluated treatments for MRSA NP, and none have been from a German perspective that considered varying treatment parameters and allowing for switch of therapy, if needed, to mirror real-world clinical conditions. The objective of this cost-effectiveness analysis was to evaluate the costs and efficacy of intravenous linezolid compared with intravenous vancomycin in patients with MRSA-confirmed NP.

**Materials and methods**

**Model design**

A 4-week decision tree model captured first-line and second-line therapy for patients with MRSA-confirmed NP (Figure 1). This time horizon is typically sufficient to capture intensive care unit (ICU) and general ward stay during

---

**Figure 1** Decision model tree.

**Note:** Dotted borders indicate that the possible outcomes for those treatments are similar to the outcomes above them with solid borders.

**Abbreviations:** AE, adverse event; MRSA, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus; NP, nosocomial pneumonia.
first-line and second-line treatment, since first-line and second-line therapies are recommended to be used for up to 14 days each and a previous analysis estimated an average hospital length of stay for MRSA NP of 18–20 days.22

The model population was assumed to be hospitalized patients (aged ≥18 years) with confirmed MRSA NP and similar clinical characteristics as patients in a recent prospective, controlled, multicenter Phase IV clinical trial comparing intravenous linezolid (600 mg every 12 hours) with intravenous vancomycin (15 mg/kg every 12 hours).18

While the hospital undertook laboratory confirmation of the NP pathogen, patients with suspected MRSA NP could be treated with empiric intravenous antibiotic therapy (eg, vancomycin or linezolid) in combination with cefazidime, imipenem, or piperacillin/tazobactam for one to 3 days; however, the base case model analysis presented here did not include this empiric treatment phase. Following confirmation of MRSA NP, patients started first-line treatment (vancomycin or linezolid) for 10 days. The total model time horizon was up to 4 weeks, which reflected the narrow window of treatment for managing an MRSA NP episode (eg, typical ICU and general ward stays during first-line and second-line treatment). This time horizon was confirmed by the expert opinions of practicing physicians based upon their own clinical experience.

This economic model used only previously published data to simulate a hypothetical patient pathway and no patients were enrolled specifically for this study. Thus, ethics approval and informed consent were not required.

### Base case model outcomes and analyses

In the base case scenario, the model was primarily based on clinical trial data (Table 1)18 using linezolid and vancomycin as the main treatment comparators. The base case analysis assumed a treatment duration of 10 days, which was the average length of treatment in the clinical trial.18 Possible treatment outcomes of first-line therapy were: treatment success (defined as resolution of signs and symptoms of NP, improvement or lack of progression in chest imaging, and no additional antibacterial treatment required among survivors); failure due to lack of efficacy among survivors; drug discontinuation due to serious adverse events; and treatment failure due to death (Figure 1).

Patients who succeeded on first-line treatment would complete the assigned treatment duration (10 days for base case) and exit the model. With treatment discontinuation due to adverse events or treatment failure, 1.7 and 2.0 additional days of hospital stay were assumed, respectively, during first-line treatment compared with patients who succeeded and exited the model.22 This additional length of stay was based on a post hoc analysis of recent clinical trial data,18 where a bivariate analysis compared length of stay in patients with versus without moderate/severe adverse events and patients with first-line treatment success versus failure. These values were further validated based upon the authors’ expert opinions and their clinical experience.

After failure of first-line treatment for any reason, patients were switched to second-line treatment (eg, patients who

### Table 1 Model input data on efficacy, mortality, adverse event rates, length of treatment, and hospital stay associated with linezolid and vancomycin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efficacy and safety endpoints (%)</th>
<th>Linezolid Base-case value (range)</th>
<th>Vancomycin Base-case value (range)</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficacy (in survivors)</td>
<td>54.8 (49.8–66.7)</td>
<td>44.9 (35.5–52.9)</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>18,26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure leading to discontinuation</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–^d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAEs leading to discontinuation</td>
<td>1.8 (0.0–5.2)</td>
<td>3.1 (0.0–6.5)</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>16,18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource use (n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total days in hospital</td>
<td>17.9 (13.9–18.8)</td>
<td>18.6 (14.6–20.1)</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>22,26,27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days of treatment</td>
<td>10.0 (7.0–14.0)</td>
<td>10.0 (7.0–14.0)</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>18,22,27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days in ICU (with ventilator)</td>
<td>10.1 (6.1–12.2)</td>
<td>10.6 (6.6–16.2)</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>22,26,27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional hospital stay for patients who discontinue first-line treatment due to SAEs</td>
<td>1.7 (0–5)^d</td>
<td>1.7 (0–5)^d</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>22^h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional hospital stay for patients who discontinue first-line treatment due to lack of efficacy</td>
<td>2 (0–5)</td>
<td>2 (0–5)</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Ranges and distributions are included for variables used in the sensitivity analyses; the same clinical data were used for second-line treatment; weighted average, since the model assumes equal mortality due to lack of significant mortality difference (linezolid n/N=63/224; vancomycin n/N=59/224); since this is a decision tree model, this probability was derived as [1 – (probability of efficacy + probability mortality + probability of SAEs leading to discontinuation)]; linezolid n/N=4/224; vancomycin n/N=7/224; data input for first-line treatment that gets carried forward to second-line where applicable; data input into the model for first-line and second-line treatments; data confirmed with inputs from clinical experts.

Abbreviations: ICU, intensive care unit; n/N, number of specific patients (n) out of the entire patient population (N); SAE, serious adverse event.
failed first-line treatment with linezolid switched to vancomycin and vice versa). The model assumed switch on day 7 and the second-line treatment duration was considered to be 10 days. No third-line treatment was included.

A total payer perspective was considered in the base case analysis, which was comprehensive and comprised all inpatient and outpatient health care (antibiotic and medical) costs. Data on hospital length of stay, inpatient and outpatient resource use, and associated costs and drug costs were obtained from an analysis of the recent clinical trial,18,22,23 published literature, and expert clinical opinion (Tables 1 and 2).

Key resources included in the model were days of antibiotic treatment, hospital stay (general ward, isolation, and/or ICU), mechanical ventilator use, and days on intravenous therapy. The costs for a ward day and an ICU day were obtained from the database of the InEK Institute in Germany (German Diagnosis Related Group [DRG] system).24 The database includes cost calculation data for all inpatients treated in 241 German hospitals (including ten university hospitals) in 2011. To obtain ward day costs, the German DRG F49G was used. The cost calculation of the DRG F49G is based on patients with a hospital length of stay of one day (both day and night in a general ward). The ICU day costs used are the arithmetic mean day costs of 45 ICU DRGs. Costs for laboratory tests and physician visits are captured within hospital stay costs.

This study was primarily a cost-effectiveness analysis, and not a cost-utility analysis, because the treatment effect of interest was drug efficacy (ie, proportion of patients successfully treated), instead of quality-adjusted life-years or life-years. The latter two outcomes (quality-adjusted life-years and life-years) were not considered ideal for this analysis, and hence were not included as a model endpoint, because the model uses a short-term duration and the trial data used for this model suggest equal mortality between linezolid and vancomycin.18 As a result, there were negligible differences in quality-adjusted life-years and no difference in life-years between the treatment arms.

The key outcomes from this analysis, which are reported in the results section, are total costs and effectiveness proportion (those successfully treated) for the two treatments, total cost per successfully treated patient for each treatment (calculated as a ratio of total costs and total effectiveness), and incremental cost effectiveness ratio (ICER) calculated as the difference in the costs between treatments divided by the difference in the proportion of successfully treated patients receiving linezolid and vancomycin.

The following key assumptions were made in the base case model:

- every patient received treatment throughout hospitalization and all patients received intravenous therapy during their hospital stay
- in the absence of published data for second-line treatment, the clinical inputs for second-line treatment were the same as for first-line treatment
- because the model used the 60-day mortality rates (median intent-to-treat population) reported in the clinical trial,18 which represented total mortality and included deaths from first-line and second-line treatment, mortality occurred only at the end of first-line treatment to avoid overestimation attributable to double counting; because the first-line mortality rate between linezolid and vancomycin did not differ in the clinical trial, they were considered the same in this model
- no patient dropouts occurred owing to failure or severe adverse events after first-line treatment
- patients who failed second-line treatment or who had severe adverse events were considered to have completed the full duration of therapy since no third-line therapy was available
- although the mean ICU stay was 10 days, if the treatment duration was 7 days and the patient succeeded after first-line treatment, their ICU stay was then considered to be 7 days; alternatively, if treatment duration was 14 days, then their ICU stay would be 10 days and the remaining 4 days would be in the general ward under isolation.

### Table 2 Model inputs on cost data (Euros) for medical care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost inputs</th>
<th>Costs adjusted to €2012</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient cost per day, general ward + isolation</td>
<td>707.3 ($30.5–884.1)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient cost per day, ICU with ventilator</td>
<td>1,233.0 ($924.8–1541.3)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linezolid 600 mg IV</td>
<td>56.93 ($42.7–71.2)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancomycin 1 g IV</td>
<td>9.36 ($7.0–11.7)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 
- Ranges are included for variables used in the sensitivity analyses. Gamma distribution was used for these variables for the probabilistic sensitivity analysis.
- Range set at an arbitrary ±25%.

Abbreviations: ICU, intensive care unit; IV, intravenously.

### Sensitivity analyses

A univariate sensitivity analysis was utilized to evaluate the impact of uncertainties and robustness of the model and analyses. Model parameters that were considered key were varied individually within predefined sensitivity ranges (Tables 1 and 2), and ICERs were recorded using published sources for ranges when available. If published data were
limited or unavailable, an arbitrary range was set based on the investigators’ expert judgment. A tornado diagram was used to present the results, stacking the variables in descending order of their ICER impact.25

A probabilistic sensitivity analysis was programmed in Microsoft Excel and run with all parameters varied simultaneously within their range using 10,000 second-order Monte Carlo simulations. Resource use and cost variables used a gamma distribution and probability variables used a beta distribution.

Results
Base case analysis
Under the model (Tables 1 and 2) base case settings (with no empiric treatment, a 10-day treatment duration and discontinuation or switch of therapy possible after 7 days), the total inpatient (medical plus drug) costs were €15,116 for linezolid and €15,239 for vancomycin (Figure 2). Although the drug costs were €622 higher for linezolid compared with vancomycin, medical costs associated with linezolid were €744 lower with linezolid than with vancomycin. Overall, linezolid “dominated” vancomycin because of the former’s marginally lower costs (by €123 and greater effectiveness [+2.7% absolute difference in proportion of successfully treated patients]). The estimated overall proportion of successfully treated patients (over first-line and second-line treatment) was 62.9% and 60.2% for linezolid and vancomycin, respectively, and the total cost per successfully treated patient was €24,039 (linezolid) and €25,318 (vancomycin).

The model calculated that about 85%–87% of total treatment costs were attributed to hospital stay (primarily ICU stay costs; Figure 2). General ward costs were higher for vancomycin when compared with linezolid because although the length of hospital stay with each treatment was comparable, a higher percentage of vancomycin patients failed first-line therapy and transitioned to second-line treatment, resulting in a longer overall hospital stay.

Alternative scenario analyses
The one-way sensitivity analysis identified variables with the greatest impact on the model results (Figure 3). The lowest ICER was approximately €81,000 (ICU stay with linezolid at its lower value of 6.1), suggesting a dominant scenario for linezolid. The highest ICER was approximately €102,000 (based on clinical efficacy of vancomycin at its higher value of 52.9%) and approximately €65,000 when the ICU stay for vancomycin was at a low of 6.6 days. Since these ICER can be considered greater than the acceptable willingness to pay (WTP) threshold, vancomycin appears to be the cost-effective option under these scenarios.

Since a WTP threshold has not been established for successfully treating one patient, we tested different WTP values in the probabilistic sensitivity analysis cost-effectiveness acceptability curve (Figure 4), that shows percentages for linezolid being cost-effective compared with vancomycin at the different WTP thresholds. At a WTP of €0, linezolid had a 53.9% chance of being cost-effective and at a WTP of €120,000, its chance of cost effectiveness rises to 94.1%.

Discussion
A cost-effectiveness analysis based on a short-term, decision-tree modeling approach compared linezolid with vancomycin for treatment of MRSA NP in hospitalized adults. Linezolid was found to be a less costly and more efficacious treatment alternative compared with vancomycin in all of the tested scenarios, primarily because of the higher clinical
response rate for linezolid. The higher drug acquisition cost of linezolid was offset by lower costs because of treatment failure and serious adverse events, as well as fewer days spent in hospital when accounting for combined first-line and second-line therapies. Inpatient hospital stay costs accounted for the largest proportion of overall costs.

In the majority of one-way sensitivity analysis scenarios and under varying WTP thresholds in probabilistic sensitivity analysis, linezolid was the cost-effective treatment option. However, vancomycin was found to be cost-effective for its low ICU stay and high efficacy rate, which seem to be the most sensitive variables in the sensitivity analysis and have the greatest impact on the ICER. This finding was not surprising given that the per diem cost of an ICU stay can be quite expensive in Germany and can account for the largest proportion of total treatment costs.

These results are consistent with those of other previously published economic analyses of the treatment of MRSA NP using linezolid or vancomycin. Mullins et al applied a retrospective decision analytic model to pooled efficacy data from two clinical trials and health plan hospital claims data and determined hospital costs for suspected NP in patients in the USA. Factoring in median daily hospital charges and mean treatment durations, total hospitalization charges were estimated at $32,636 for linezolid compared with $32,024 for vancomycin. The ICER for linezolid per life saved was $3,600; however, efficacy estimates were based on a small patient sample with MRSA NP (n=160) and examined cost-
effectiveness for only first-line treatment with linezolid or vancomycin.

A German cost-effectiveness analysis\textsuperscript{20} used a decision analytic model based on published clinical data\textsuperscript{16} to show higher clinical cure rates and survival with linezolid but at small incremental costs compared with vancomycin, resulting in an acceptable ICER of cost per death avoided and cost per patient cured.

From a clinical standpoint, linezolid demonstrated higher efficacy than vancomycin for treatment of MRSA NP, with fewer patients requiring a switch to second-line therapy. The longer hospital stays associated with switching from vancomycin as first-line to second-line treatment required additional resource use, including physician and health care professional time that could have been spent treating other patients.

This economic analysis included patients who received optional empiric therapy (2 days) followed by first-line and second-line (if needed) treatment once MRSA was confirmed, with the empiric treatment costs not included in the presented scenarios. Therefore, costs were not considered in patients without MRSA infection. In clinical practice, empiric antibiotic treatment is initiated as soon as MRSA is suspected, and success of antibiotic treatment (and related costs of empiric therapy) is determined by how well MRSA is predicted and by the proportion of patients with MRSA in the treated population. Therefore, this analysis did not include costs of initial empiric therapy and harms from: not covering methicillin-susceptible \textit{S. aureus} and only using MRSA coverage; choosing vancomycin, which could lead to the possibility of renal toxicity developing in patients without MRSA; and not starting empiric therapy with either drug and having a delay in starting appropriate therapy until after culture results have been confirmed. Although these clinical aspects were not addressed in this model, they are important to explore in future studies.

This study had limitations. The model base case scenario considered conditions under which the clinical trial was performed,\textsuperscript{18} which may differ in real-life clinical practice in Germany. In the absence of published data for a few of this model’s parameters, the expert opinions of the investigators were used. However, we feel that the investigators have extensive clinical expertise and experience treating MRSA NP and trust that the model will still produce relevant data based on their judgment. The model included only first-line and second-line treatments consistent with other published models,\textsuperscript{20} which is justifiable because the majority of resources were used and outcomes were witnessed within the first two lines of therapy. The study estimated direct costs only and did not include indirect costs related to lost productivity as a result of the length of hospital stay, convalescence, or early mortality. The study used 60-day mortality data,\textsuperscript{18} which were the best available trial data for this 4-week model. An argument could be made that 30-day data would be more appropriate; however, based on the survival curve, the difference between 30 and 60 days was found to be small. Quality-adjusted life-years were not used as the treatment efficacy measure in this model; rather, “proportion of successfully treated patients” was used. This is potentially limiting, since no clearly defined ICER threshold per successfully treated patient has been established. However, we believe that successful treatment is a clinically important efficacy measure for NP, and is relevant for this model.

Conclusion
This health economic model has been adapted for a German health care system and indicates that initiating treatment with linezolid is less costly and more efficacious when compared with vancomycin for MRSA NP. The cost savings were largely because of lower treatment failure rates, resulting in fewer days of hospitalization. Future analyses should test the generalizability of these results in other countries and should model the empiric treatment phase to better understand the implications of using specific treatments before MRSA confirmation on overall costs and outcomes.
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